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Lisbeth gave a speech and attempted to persuade the crowd to convert their accounts to Underworld to help its
residents defend against the incoming foreign players. However, the crowd was discouraged when they
discovered that Underworld did not have a Pain Absorber and that their avatars might be lost if they died
there. Despite facing hostility from the players, Lisbeth continued her speech. In Underworld, Asuna and the
Integrity Knights continued cutting the ropes that bridged the ravine that Asuna created with her Stacia super
account. As they were about to cut the sixth rope, thousands of red light beams streaked down from the sky.
While both the Human Empire and the Dark Territory armies watched in amazement, approximately thirty
thousand warriors clad in crimson armor began to form. Asuna realized that the soldiers were Americans when
they began to yell in English while attacking the Fist Fighters, who were supposed to be their allies. As the
situation grew worse, Asuna was approached by Iskahn , who proposed a deal to her. In return for creating a
bridge across the ravine to allow the Fist Fighter forces to regroup, the Fist Fighters began repelling the
crimson army. In the fray of the battle, Alice Synthesis Thirty went ahead of the rest of the Human Decoy
Army, rendering her vulnerable. Atop a black dragon, Vector, the avatar of Gabriel Miller , snatched Alice and
rendered her unconscious with his Incarnation power. He thus decided to dive back into Underworld through
the use of his old Sword Art Online avatar. After the preparations were complete, Integrity Knight Renri
Synthesis Twenty-seven ordered the decoy squad, reduced to seven hundred, to head south to rescue Alice.
However, the squad soon stopped, as thousands of red columns of light rained down from the sky and
transformed into players clad in red armor. As Renri prepared to sacrifice himself to open a path for the
Human Empire decoy force, a blue light shone through the clouds and there the figure of Sinon , logged in
with the Solus super account, appeared. Solus also had the power of unlimited flight, thus Sinon flew down to
where Asuna was waiting. After greeting Kirito, Sinon was sent by Asuna to fly in pursuit of Alice. The
Human Empire decoy force continued south through a detour, with the second wave of the crimson army
chasing from the north. On her way south, Sinon wondered where Leafa was, since they both dived in at the
same time. Part 3 Edit In the wilderness on the other side of the Great Eastern Gate, Orc Chief Rirupirin spent
a long time to find an earring that belonged to his childhood friend Renju. As he pondered on what meaning
the death of thousands of his tribesmen had, Leafa appeared right behind him, logged in with the Terraria
super account. He was about to draw his sword to kill her, but feeling the influence of Renju, he stopped. To
his shock, Leafa spoke to him like a person rather than showing revulsion, scorn or fear. Meanwhile, after
more than two hours of pursuit, Bercouli Synthesis One fell into despair as he could not close the distance
between him and Vector, despite alternating between three dragons. In the meantime, D. Shrieking in surprise,
D. Rirupirin tried to stop D. At the same time, drew and swung his blade at D. But, at that moment, D.
Claiming that she was vanquishing evil to save another person, Leafa severed D. While waiting, he wondered
whether to incarcerate Alice or not, but made the decision not to do so. Unbeknownst to him, the Vector super
account had the power to tamper with Fluctlights , which, coupled with his Incarnation, robbed her of her
dynamism and put her into a forced sleep. In the mean time, Asuna and the Human Empire decoy force
managed to gain some distance from the crimson army, but it was impossible for them to continue running
indefinitely. Finally reaching the ruins that Sinon had informed them about, the squad decided to confront the
crimson army at this location. As the battle began, one man watched from the sidelines. The man, Vassago
Casals, was clad in a black raincoat-like poncho. As he watched Asuna fiercely killing the American players,
he recalled watching her fight in Sword Art Online and his vow to kill her and the swordsman in black who
fought even more fiercely by her side. However, Vector easily avoided the attack, and thus Bercouli was
forced to follow up with another attack, but Vector caught the blade by clapping his hands over the sword with
his back turned. Back in the ruins, Asuna stood in the middle of the road, defending. Renri on her right was
faring well in the battle but the guardians on her left were slowly being pressured to retreat. After she ordered
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healers to prioritize the left flank, the Americans organized twenty lancers to charge at the Human Empire
decoy force. Most were successfully blocked, but a few of the guardians were skewered. In order to protect a
fallen guardian, Asuna allowed herself to be pierced by a lance. While Bercouli was stuck in this state, Vector
severed his left arm. In the ruins, Asuna struggled not to scream from the pain of being pierced with a lance.
After removing it from her body, she quickly dispatched the shocked American player by piercing his heart
with her rapier. Seeing a third wave of twenty lancers having formed at that moment, Asuna summoned Renri
to the middle. Before sprinting towards the enemy, she requested him to handle the lancers that managed to
breach her defence. Meanwhile, Bercouli stumbled as he stepped on his left arm in confusion. After widening
the distance between Vector and himself, Bercouli stopped the flow of blood with non-verbal Sacred Arts ,
while pondering on how to defeat his enemy. Realising his impasse, Bercouli glanced at Alice. For a moment,
Bercouli regretted not being able to grant Alice fatherly love, but resolving himself that parents die protecting
their children, he sprang at Vector once more. In the meantime, Asuna had successfully repelled the third and
fourth waves of lancers, but not without consequence. Her clothes were ripped and stained with her blood and
that of her enemies. Even though she had a gaping hole in her, the enormous amount of Life she had did not
allow her to fall. Exhausted, she lifted her rapier when the fifth wave appeared in her vision. As the lancers
began their charge, Asuna saw the formation of a string of digital code that was blue, rather than crimson this
time. The line of code began to turn into a human figure about ten meters above the ground and started to spin
like a tornado. The dubstruck lancers were ripped to shreds as they gazed at the sight. At that moment,
thousands of additional blue strings of code began raining down from the sky. Bercouli, however, was
focusing only on one thing throughout the fight - unconsciously counting time. However, before Bercouli
could execute his attack, Vector sensed that he was plotting something and attacked him, forced Bercouli to
evade and thus making him miss his opportunity. Although Bercouli successfully dodged the first four attacks,
the fifth one grazed him, causing his consciousness to dim and giving Vector the opportunity to pierce him. As
Bercouli fell backwards, his dragon Hoshigami suddenly attempted to attack Vector. As she felt a hand
caressing her hair, she looked up and saw the figure of the middle-aged swordsman. To her shock, Alice
noticed the numerous grave injuries on his body and thus understood that his Life had been depleted. After the
deceased Bercouli comforted her from the beyond, he saw an image of the Highest Minister Administrator and
his dragon, Hoshigami, formed from his memory. After Bercouli leapt onto Hoshigami and helped
Administrator onto the dragon, the three departed. Meanwhile, under the distant northern sky, the main
Human Empire army and the Dark Territory were in a standoff. Upon realizing that he had predicted his death
and was now dead, she began sobbing. Recalling that Bercouli decided to protect their child and let him live
till the end of his time, Fanatio swore to raise the child properly. Subsequently, Lisbeth and Silica landed in
front of Asuna and the two joined hands with her, while numerous Japanese players continued to descend to
the ruins. After Asuna learnt that Yui was responsible for gathering the reinforcements, Renri approached
them and enquired who the new visitors were, thus Asuna explained to him and the others that they were her
friends from the real world that had come to help them. At the end of their conversation, Asuna ordered
Lisbeth and Silica to take two hundred players to form a support team, and requested Renri and the Guardians
to merge with the ascetics to focus on healing, while she herself fought at the front line. There, she noticed that
several leaders of the fairy races of ALfheim Online, the members of the Sleeping Knights , and even players
from Gun Gale Online had come to help. Thus, she steeled her resolve and, determined to minimise casualties
and agony of pain felt by the Japanese players, fought at the foremost line. Meanwhile, a Japanese player
named Hirono Takashi, who had decided to come to Underworld with his avatar Velios due to trusting his
instincts, began to question his decision. What awaited him after entering the world was a hulking man in
crimson armour wielding a halberd. Although Velios attempted to retreat, the tip of the halberd still managed
to cut his shin, causing him intense pain. Velios managed to repel further attacks and was taken to the rear for
healing. Just as he felt like quitting, he began gazing at the girl healing him. Watching her at work, he became
overwhelmed by emotion and unconsciously hugged the girl when she was done. After the girl comforted him,
Velios asked her for her name and learnt that she was Frenica Szeski. Giving her his real name, he asked if
they could meet after the war and she declared that they would. With that answer, Takashi returned to the front
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lines, determined to fight bravely till the end. Chapter 21 - Awakening.
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Sword art online Romance. Sword art online chapter from the first light novel #asuna #romance #sword #sÃ£o #ï¸•kirito.

Kirito, ande logo e tire as roupas. Abrindo a janela indicada por Asuna. A turva luz azul da lua era filtrada pela
janela, formando sombras complexas na cama. Eu imaginei o que aconteceria se eu gritasse "Desculpe! Meu
dedo tocou levemente a curva gentil que era o ombro de Asuna. O corpo dela estremeceu fortemente. As
bochechas dela coraram e as sobrancelhas estremeceram. Os montes que estavam geralmente escondidos pela
roupa de cavaleiro e armadura eram maiores do que eu tinha imaginado, cheios e empinados. Infelizmente o
quarto inteiro estava iluminado apenas pelo brilho azul da lua e- "Asuna, ligue as luzes. Deixando escapar um
gemido rouco e alto da garganta dela, Asuna tremeu e o corpo dela pulou antes de desabar em cima de mim.
Ela ainda estava respirando pesadamente, o corpo dela tremia levemente. Meus dedos se moviam, fazendo o
corpo dela se contorcer e tremer. Desistindo, eu me devotei a examinar o lugar escondido da Asuna. Mas essa
era a primeira vez desde que eu entrava em SAO que tinha ficado assim. Mas nesse ponto, eu tinha uma outra
pergunta. Tendo colocado ele inteiro dentro de Asuna, eu deixei os meus desejos me controlarem enquanto eu
continuava penetrando ela pouco a pouco. Respirando pesadamente, eu abracei o corpo da Asuna que estava
mole depois do orgasmo. Nossos fluidos corporais continuavam saindo. Logo quando eu pensei, "A essa altura
eu vou gozar imediatamente-" "Ah, ah, ah, ha Toda vez que eu batia no interior de Asuna, nossos sucos saiam
enquanto o lugar do nosso contato derretia em calor infinito. Asuna estava gemendo delirantemente com um
olhar de prazer no rosto.
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Sword Art Online Translation of Sword Art Online ME 10, Sword Art Online Sword Art Online 1. Putting the index and
middle fingers on my right hand together, I lightly extended them out.

I remember seeing an ad on TV for this, this could be considered rape. At the tips were a pair of nipples- Click
to expand Did you expect them not to be there? Or did you not know that girls had those too? At their tips
were a pair of nipples which were difficult to distinguish from the surrounding area- Click to expand As I
tortured both breasts- Click to expand This is what Asuna is to Kirito guys, an object for his sexual pleasure.
Her arms which now encircled the back of my head tightened their grip. Letting out a hoarse, high pitched cry
from the depths of her throat, Asuna twitched her body jumped once before collapsing against me, She was
still breathing heavily, her body intermittently convulsed slightly Click to expand Oh pure and holy Asuna
fucking came like a whore after having her tits played with for a few minuets. After I learned about it But talk
about fucking wish fulfilment up the ass. Not only does Kirito make Asuna cum without even getting down
there. But the "most attractive" female in all of SAO masturbated to him. Just wow, can we please go deeper
into your fantasies Reki Kawahara? Also count the times Asuna fucking came, she came like 4 times and
Kirito once. I gently moved the hand that had been abusing her breasts downward. Straight out lust when you
are using descriptive language like that. Get over yourself, you are just doing this for yourself even though you
only came once. But of course that was just Reki Kawahara desire to be a sex god. Abusing her breasts, did
you fucking read that out loud this is starting to sound like rape again. I used the index finger and the middle
finger of my left hand to stimulate the area around her vagina. While taking care not to touch the center, I
enjoyed the sensation of squeezing the two mounds together, then pulling them apart. This is the part where
we try to figure out what porn Reki Kawahara was watching at the time he was writing this. Hell I would even
go so far as saying that some of the actions done here were ripped from studying porn. Cause as you continue
to read I find it very hard to believe that Reki Kawahara has kissed a girl before. Asuna cried out, and her
body started to shake and jump. Without regard for that, I kneaded the little knob that was peeking out from
the top of the slit with my thumb while spreading it open with two fingers. As you can see, Kirito has only
cared for his pleasure. Now that he has sucked the boobies and touched the vagina he will proceed to eat the
vagina. Asuna forcefully rejected my suggestion as she shook her crimson red face. This was, to say rather
than a preference of the developers, a limitation of the system itself. Hair type objects are of the extremely
heavy category. As a result, aside from hair on the head and beards, there was absolutely no hair anywhere on
the bodies of the SAO players. What a really round about way to give Asuna a shaven pussy. What sense does
that make, that they can create this huge virtual world that trapped thousands of people in the game and they
will die in real life if they die in the game. But simple arm hair, oh fuck that. We will have to wait for next
gen. So that way developers can hype up graphical performance by saying that they can now render body hair.
Also, you can develop and add sensitivity to the sexual organs, but yet Oh this one cracks me up every time
cause you know where he wants to stick it in next: In between the two smooth mounds was a single slit, and
further into that were light colored folds. Whether it was from embarrassment or loss of strength, Asuna
stopped struggling, so I took my hand off her right foot and slowly spread the slit open. I am really starting to
think that Kirito is taking advantage of this horny maiden. Inside the slit, compared to the information that I
had received from the net in the real world, was an unusually simple design with what I thought was peach
coloured membrane spreading smoothly inside and bottom" Click to expand Kirito just said he deprived
himself of all sexual desires because he wanted to game. Yet he knows to compare the vagina from the real
world to the one in the game. Fucking pick one, does he know about sex or was he a loser who just played
games. I know you want to appeal to your audience by saying that he just played games will make Kirito
relatable but stop doubling back on yourself. Of course, in my own lower half there was also a certain thing,
which having swelled to its limits, was seeking release. But this was the first time since I had entered SAO
that it had become like this. There is a somewhat interesting story concerning all of this I apologise for
digressing, but When SAO was under development, the Argas company had an internal closed alpha test phase
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during which time they reasoned that since players would have no use for genitals, it would not be necessary
to objectify it. However, in reality they found that most of the male testers would experience a certain amount
of severe anxiety. Even so, while there was no problem when playing for several hours. When they conducted
consecutive tests over a 48 hour period, the found that most of the male testers who attended this trial period
were unable to stand not having their genitals and gave up. So it was from the Beta testing phase that the
genital parts were implemented out of a sense of necessity. It seems that this was also part of the reason why
SAO players were not allowed to change their genders. However, even if you had your genital parts, the
question that I had prior to the official start of the game meaning, before the incident was whether or not there
would be anxiety over the lac of proper function. I myself had agonised repeatedly on multiple occasions over
the inability to release my pent up energy, but now I saw that if the ethics code or whatever was disabled, then
functionally, probably even ejaculation was possible. My oh my where do I begin I love how Kirito brings in
Freud into this. Which begs the question Does that also include vaginas? Does everyone have the same dick
and vagina? Shape, colour, girth, sensitivity and what not? Second, testing for over a 48 hour period. Okay, I
understand that they are doing this for testing reasons, but if you are gaming non stop straight for 48 hours
there is something missing in your life. Not even taking the time to eat, shit or sleep. Third "It seems that this
was also part of the reason why SAO players were not allowed to change their genders. Forth, this Ethic Code
is bullshit. Meaning, there was a fucking sex option in the game. I understand The Sims blurry sex, but this
has been very, if not poorly, descriptive. XD Asuna shook her head from side to side as she cried out. I softly
stimulated the entrance to that hole with my tongue as I pushed my finger in and out. Sticky is a sense of touch
not of sound you dumbass. I even fucking googled "sticky sounds" and came up with people crumbling up
sticky paper notes. And guess what it sounded like; people crumbling up paper. Every girl will be like this in
the sack guys, just begging you to put it in. I felt a slight resistance, but with a popping sensation, half of my
penis was swallowed up inside Asuna Click to expand I think your dick broke. Also the 2 inches that are
inside Asuna from your embarrassing excuse of a penis is unimpressive. Asuna continued to scream as she
continued to vigorously shake her head while her body shook. We are to assume that Asuna is a virgin right,
like Kirito? So given that this game has made sex as real as possible she is in pain. Huge pain of having her
cherry popped and instead of taking it nice and easy, you know being concerned about her. Hell this is some
great foreshadowing for the fucking fairy arc where she literally is just the trophy. Asuna is not the love of his
life, he sees her as an accomplishment. He only needs her to make his food and keep him warm in bed.
Screaming loudly, Asuna climaxed for the second time. At the same time, my penis was squeezed with an
incredible pressure, and to my horror, I felt a raging sense boiling up inside me seeking release. Our bodily
fluids flew about Click to expand Okay, okay, okay Sex God Kirito the holy virgin that can actually hold back
his climax for his first time. Why is this a thing? Wish fulfilment up the ass again. Making Kirito seem like
some sort of master at this and not even for comedic effect. Reki you are projecting too much, people who like
Kirito are projecting too much. You will never be this good your first time, for someone who again said
withdrew their sexual desires to play video games can hold back coming during sex. Not only that, but he
makes Asuna cum another time before climaxing.
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4: Light Novel - Sword Art Online: Volume 1 (Chapter 16 - 20) | Ame Infinite
Kirisuna Lemon I do not own Sword Art Online. *** WARNING *** Please read the following below: As the title states,
this fan fiction novel is dedicated and will mainly contain short random stories of Kirisuna "lemon" material.

The first volume was published in print on April 10, , [9] and 20 volumes have been published as of
September 8, The Alicization story arc was covered by volumes 9 through 18, while volumes 19 and 20 told a
side story called Moon Cradle. Kawahara plans on writing "one more big arc" called Sword Art Online: Unital
Ring that will go "back to the real world. The first volume of Progressive was released on October 10, , [12]
and four volumes have been released as of December 10, Ordinal Scale written by Kawahara, titled Hopeful
Chant, was released to people who watched the film in Japan during March 4â€”10, Progressive series, which
is scheduled for release in The first volume of Sword Art Online. The first volume of Fairy Dance was
released on October 27, ; [28] the third volume was released on June 27, A seventh manga, titled Sword Art
Online: The special recapped the previously aired anime series and included some new footage. These were
collected into two compilation albums: Sword Art Online Song Collection, which included character songs
released in the season one volumes, was released on August 27, , [85] while Sword Art Online Song
Collection II, which included character songs released in the season two volumes, was released on March 22,
Hollow Fragment takes place in the same alternative storyline as Sword Art Online: Infinity Moment, [93] and
it includes all content of "Floor Clearing" from that previous game [94] with the addition of new unexplored
"Hollow Area" of Aincrad. A third video game developed by Artdink [98] and titled Sword Art Online: Lost
Song was released in Japan on March 26, [99] on the PlayStation 3 and Vita platforms, [] [] with an English
version being released in Asia. End World was released for Japanese feature phones and smartphones on
February 28, [] [] with more than 1 million registered users. Code Register launched in , and over 3,, users
have downloaded the game. Progress Link designed for the Mobage browser game platform on smartphones
was released on February 10, Memory Defrag for Android and iOS. Fighting Climax , a fighting game by
Sega featuring various characters from works published under the Dengeki Bunko imprint. Millennium
Twilight was announced in October Featuring content from the anime series, Ordinal Scale, and some original
shorts written for event characters, players are allowed to play solo and progress through the story, or join up
with others online to farm special items, equipment, and materials. Players have the choice of spending real
money to speed-up their progress. Deep Explorer , an exploration action RPG that supports up to three players
in online co-op and it is the first arcade game in the Sword Art Online series. It will launch in Japanese
arcades in spring
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5: List of Sword Art Online light novels - Wikipedia
of over 2, results for "sword art online novel" Sword Art Online 1: Aincrad Apr 22, Sep out of 5 stars Sword Art Online 4:
Fairy Dance.

Volume 1 Chapter 16 - 20 Chapter 16 Asuna told me that she had been monitoring the map while waiting for
me in Grandum. When I pointed out that it was a figure which exceeded the dexterity stat limits, she answered
with a slight smile: When Asuna explained her reason as "distrust of the guild," Heathcliff thought in silence
for a while, but gave us permission nevertheless. Then, he said one last thing with a mysterious smile on his
face: Neither of us said a word. There were quite a number of people who enjoyed committing crimes in this
world. People thought of them as natural occurrences like monsters now. But when I thought about it, I still
felt that they were a very strange group. It should be obvious to everyone that harming other players was an
act that would undoubtedly hurt the chances of clearing the game. Neither reminiscing the past nor looking
forward to the future, he simply tried to fulfill his endless desires, which resulted in the growth of his vile
intentionsâ€” Then what about me? It would be more accurate to claim that I habitually explored labyrinths
only for experience points. If I fought only to strengthen myself, to feel the pleasure of superiority, then
somewhere deep down within myself, did I also not want this world to endâ€”? Suddenly, it felt as if the iron
plate beneath my feet had begun to sink. I lowered my head and spoke as if I was talking to myself: No matter
what happens We had arrived at the teleport gate plaza without realizing it. Only a few players were walking
about in the area, huddling against the cold wind that foretold the coming of winter. I turned to look directly at
Asuna. I thought that the warmth which radiated from her strong will was the only light that guided me
towards the right direction. I want to be with you I would definitely have nightmares if I slept alone tonight.
Asuna stared at me with wide eyes, as if she understood the reason behind my requestâ€” Then, with her
cheeks blushing red, she nodded slightly. But despite this, Asuna said: Just read the paper or something and
wait. Then I picked up the large newspaper that was on the table. But since this world lacked forms of
entertainment, the newspaper became a precious source of media with many subscribers. The paper only had
four pages, and I only glanced casually at the first page before tossing it aside out of irritation. This was
because the title page headline was the duel between Heathcliff and me. One could say that I had only added
another page to the undefeated legend of Heathcliff. Well, maybe they would stop bothering me as much if
their expectations of my skill drops I helped myself find an easily acceptable excuse. Then, as I started to look
through my inventory list, an enticing aroma wafted out of the kitchen. Asuna watched me with a wide smile
as I stuffed the meat into my mouth. As we sat across from each other on the sofa and drank tea after finishing
dinner, Asuna became quite talkative for some reason. She spoke endlessly about topics like which brand of
weapons she liked and which floors had famous sightseeing locations. At first I listened to her with surprise,
but then Asuna suddenly fell silent, which caused me to get worried. She sat absolutely still and stared at her
teacup as if she was trying to find something. Her expression was extremely serious, almost as if she was
preparing for a fight. Although I was confused by her behavior, her beauty still caused me to hold my breath.
Her long hair that seemed dark blue, her slender, white arms and legs that stretched out from under her tunic,
they all reflected the weak light and looked like they were glowing. Asuna silently stood by the window sill
for a while. She also held her right hand against her chest and seemed to be hesitating about something. Just as
I was about to ask what was going on, Asuna began to move her left hand. Her thumb and forefinger moved
through the air, and a menu window appeared with an accompanying sound effect. As soon as I thought that,
the knee-high stockings that Asuna was wearing disappeared, and the elegant curves of her legs were laid bare
before my eyes. Her fingers moved again, and this time her short, one-piece robe was taken off. Asuna was
now wearing only her underwear. Small white cloths which barely managed to cover her chest and waist.
Asuna tried to cover her chest with her hands as she wavered; but after she raised her head and looked straight
at me, she lowered her arms gracefully. I received a shock that felt as if my soul had left my body and could
only watch her with a blank expression. Her skin that was tinged with blue light particles was soft and sleek.
Her hair seemed as if it was made from the finest silk. Her breasts curved so perfectly that it appeared,
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ironically, as if no graphic engine in existence could generate it. The curvature of her legs that started at her
slim waist made one think of the gracefulness of a wild animal. It was impossible to believe that her
appearance was only a 3D rendered image. If I were to describe it, it was like a sculpture made by God with
life blown into it. With that in mind, one would call the existence of such a perfect body a miracle. I kept
staring at her almost bare body as if my soul had left my body. She lowered her head and spoke: In other
words, she took what I saidâ€” that I wanted to spend the night with her, in a deeper sense than what I meant.
As soon as I understood that, I also fell into an endlessly deep panic. As a result, I committed the worst
mistake in my whole life up until now. No, you see, I just thought Then, an expression of intense anger and
embarrassment spread across her face. Forget what I said! But, anyway, can you In the options menu, all the
way on the bottom To think that this was another price that I had to pay for playing as a solo player and not
having any interest except fighting. Have you ever done it before? I just heard about it from the other girls in
the guild!! It took several minutes before I finally managed to calm her down. I ran a finger gently down her
white back; the warm and smooth feeling that traveled up from my fingertips was absolutely intoxicating.
Asuna slowly opened her eyes and looked towards me. She blinked twice and then smiled. Did I wake you? I
had a strange dream. One about the real world I should have resolved it myself It was my fight. Tears formed
in her hazelnut eyes as Asuna silently pressed her lips against the hand she was holding. I could feel their soft
movement. Yet in this moment, my lips trembled, and I could hear the sounds unveiling themselves from my
throat, from my very soul. You really are strong. I usually hide behind other people in the real world. He was
really disappointed about that. Kirito-kun, I know this is contradicting what I just said We finally managed to
convey our feelings, so I feel like something bad will happen again if we go to the front-lines straight away
Even a strong bow will break if one pulled on it excessively. We definitely needed a break. I felt the impulse
that drove me to fight relentlessly drift further away. Right now, I only wanted to deepen the bond between the
two of us. I wrapped my arms around Asuna, then buried my face in her silky hair and spoke: They sell a few
cottages there. The two of us can move there together Chapter 17 There were four types of relationships that
two players could have within the SAO system. The second was friends. People who had listed each other as
friends could send short messages to each other no matter where they were. The third was guild comrades.
Apart from the above benefits, they also gained a slight increase in their stats when they partied with members
of the same guild.
6: Sword Art Online - Wikipedia
Watching: Sword Art Online Do any of you guys happen to have the link to the sao light novel or a site where I can buy it
from? Reply.

7: Sword Art Online Light Novel Volume 16 | Sword Art Online Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Sword art online Chapter Sword art online Chapter Sign In. Details Main menu.

8: Sword art online Chapter - Google Drive
Sword Art Online is a Japanese light novel series written by Reki Kawahara with accompanying illustrations drawn by
abec. The series takes place in the near-future and focuses on various virtual reality MMORPG worlds.

9: Sword Art Online ~Brazilian Portuguese~:Volume 1 Capitulo - Baka-Tsuki
This chapter is infamous as being "the sex scene" chapter. I will curse and be insensitive to everyone who may like
Sword Art Online and while it is in a joking manor if you cannot take the heat then get out of the kitchen.
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